Foreword
This toolkit has been developed by Eleanor Creighton and Carina
McGrail for Dublin City Arts Office, as a resource offering practical
advice and support material for local arts festivals. The toolkit
includes step-by-step guides and checklists to support organisers
in the development and effective implementation of their festival. It
is designed as separate modules so you can select and benefit from
the sections most relevant to you.
You will find links to resource organisations and further reading
throughout the toolkit where you can find more detailed
information. We have included the most recent and relevant
information available - you should treat the toolkit as a reference
document however, and seek professional expertise for specific
financial, legal or other queries which relate to your festival.
For further information on local arts festivals or arts projects in
Dublin city, you can contact The City Arts Office here or at
(01) 222 5455.
Happy planning!
The City Arts Office Team
March 2015
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Section 1:

YOUR FESTIVAL:
the quick-fire round

1.1

Have a good concept
for an arts festival?

The most successful local arts festivals and events are built on a
strong core concept which has been explored and discussed in
consultation with the local community or local audience. It is really
important to ascertain exactly why you want to initiate this festival,
who this festival is for and what are the core elements. The more
you test, probe, and challenge your ideas, the clearer and more

Most local arts festivals emerge at
grassroots level and are started to meet
an artistic or cultural need within a local
community. These festivals present a
vital opportunity for artists and local
audiences to interact and collaborate.
Local arts festivals can galvanise
communities as they celebrate, even
strengthen, local identities. The majority
of local arts festivals are initiated by
voluntary groups who have a vision
for an arts festival in their locale and a
commitment to ‘making it happen’.

robust the vision for your festival will be.

Consider the
following:
The concept
•

What’s the aim of your festival?

•

Who is it for?

•

Who needs to be part of the planning / development?

•

Is it important/worthwhile? Why?

•

What will the legacy be?

Feasibility
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•

Where and when will you hold it?

•

How long will it run for?

•

How will you finance it?

•

Do you have sufficient support and resources?

•

Can it grow and develop?

•

Is it sustainable?

1.2

Mission Statements
A good way to define and clarify the purpose of your festival is
to create a Mission Statement. Some groups are reluctant, even
skeptical, about the need to create a Mission Statement. By defining
the mission (or purpose) of the festival from the outset you will
be able to communicate the need for the festival and what it will
achieve more clearly.
The Mission Statement should indicate what you are going to do
and why you are going to do it. Mission statements work best when
they are they are concise, inclusive and easy to communicate. Don’t
underestimate how useful Mission Statements will be in providing a
focus and direction for everyone involved in your festival. Here’s an
example of a Mission (or Purpose) Statement from Dublin City’s Arts

Purpose of The
City Arts Office

Office.

The Arts are a unique and fundamental part of Dublin’s identity.
The City Arts Office ensures that the arts remain a vital part of
living in, working in and visiting the capital city. By leading,
developing and working in partnership, we support artists,
arts organisations and the city’s communities to deliver quality
arts experiences that contribute to Dublin’s cultural life and its
reputation as a modern vibrant city, rich in heritage.
Updated for The City Arts Plan 2014-2018.
You can read the full plan here.
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1.3

Getting stakeholders
on board

•

Current and potential partners (and/or funders)

•

Local politicians

•

Businesses in the area

A quick way to determine who to consult with is to create a list of all
Local arts festivals have the potential to start new, diverse

the people who may be interested in whether your festival exists or

‘conversations’ between artists and communities. They provide a

not.

context for artistic risk-taking. They are uniquely placed to develop
new and different audiences for the arts.
You will already have a really good understanding of your
community and have a sense of your local audience and it’s likely
you will have identified the individuals in your area who share your
passion and commitment for developing an arts festival. In order
to grow the festival you will need to be open to and inclusive of
your local community. You should find a way of ‘checking in’ with
groups in the community to share ideas and to ask for feedback and
suggestions. Good planning and consultation are essential.
As your festival develops,
remember to link in with:
•

Artists in your area - include artists who have not yet been
actively involved in the festival but who may be interested in
how things are developing

•

Local youth/ community groups

•

Local schools

•

Volunteers/ potential volunteers
7

Ways you can consult with your local
community:
•

Distribute outline plans / updates in online networks and
forums or in a local newsletter - remember to include contact
details where people can get further information and give
feedback

•

Issue a ‘call to action’ asking for ideas, submissions, feedback
on the festival

•

Host an open day/night where you present plans for the
festival / festival programme and leave time for questions and
discussion

•

Target and meet with local representative groups/individuals to
get their input and to understand their priorities

•

Start a database of interested groups and individuals who you
can continue to inform about developments and who you can
check back with as plans evolve.

Early consultation can reap useful advice and information which
will inform the development of your festival. Remember - it’s
‘best to test’. Check all of your assumptions and expectations by
consulting with the artists, groups, partners and funders who will be
part of your festival.
Inviting individuals and groups to respond to your ideas will offer
you fresh, new perspectives and possibilities. It will also give you
the opportunity to consider and respond to any questions and
challenges which are raised early on.
8

Section 2:

PLANNING

2

Planning &
development - this
bit’s important!
There are a number of useful exercises
and simple planning tools which can
help you define your festival and to put
your plans and ideas on paper. These
are designed to help you consider
what needs to be achieved in order to
deliver your festival within the time
and resources available to you. Good
planning is a live, ongoing process and
plans should be flexible and responsive.
Build in processes to monitor, evaluate
and adapt your planning.
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2.1

2.2

Setting your
objectives

SWOT Analysis

In order to achieve long-term results, you need to identify what

Analysis. This provides an overview, or snapshot, of your festival

more immediate, specific goals will take you there. The next step in

and the wider context in which it operates. A SWOT Analysis lists

your planning process is to set the objectives that are focused on

the Strengths and Weaknesses of your festival (and your group or

achieving your mission. Objectives should have a genuine chance

organisation), along with any Opportunities and Threats which you

of being realised. They are specific and measurable. A good test

perceive.

One simple, useful tool for analysing your festival is a SWOT

to apply to your objectives is the SMART test. It states that each
objective should be:

Carrying out a SWOT Analysis will allow you to assess your concept,
core activities and the potential impact of your festival. It will
provide good insights to assist with the planning and development

SPECIFIC

of the festival.
The SWOT Analysis should help you identify:

MEASURABLE

•

What you will do that other groups, venues, organisations are
also doing?

ATTAINABLE

•

What will you do that is unique?

•

How your planned activities link with or assist other groups/
organisations?

•

RESOURCED/RELEVANT

The ways in which your plans/activities may compete with other
groups or organisations

See Appendix 1 for sample SWOT analysis

TIMED
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Four critical steps
in creative planning
1. PREPARATION

3. wild output

During the preparation stage, the concept or challenge is

This is a highly experimental zone. No bad ideas. No judgments.

investigated from all angles. Focus on the relevant area and see

Just output. This is called the zone of wild ideas - aka

what ‘bubbles up’. You might want to note anything you already

brainstorming and creative collaboration. Get input from all

know in relation to this concept/plan using words, images,

people on your team and watch out for ‘aha’ or ‘eureka’ moments

drawings etc. Rather than searching for leaps of understanding,

when an idea or solution ‘sticks’.

your brain is simply gathering information.

2. INCUBATE

4. VERIFY

This phase can be described as ‘letting it simmer’ - you’re not

The testing phase. It’s time to make decisions about the ideas

looking for answers. You stop consciously thinking about the

and solutions that will work. Which idea is feasible within the

problem you want to solve. Take a break. Go for a walk. Research

timeframe and resources with this specific audience/group? Hone

shows that letting your mind wander in this way leads to greater

your ideas and plans so you can communicate them clearly. Test

creativity.

that everyone in the planning session can follow the ‘thinking’.
Make adjustments to clarify and distill the idea/plan before
sharing it more widely.

Adapted from articles by Milly Sonneman, author of Beyond Words: A Guide to Drawing Out Ideas
and Scott Barry Kaufman, Director, The Imagination Institute, University of Pennsylvania.
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2.3

Approaches to
programming

•

A connection with the festival locale/neighbourhood

•

An understanding of how the festival can reach the widest

Your programme is the single most important thing about your

•

possible audience (young people, older people, new
communities etc.)

festival. Programming is a specialist skill and the person/people

allocation of resources to a project.

who programme your festival need to be able to carefully balance
creativity, logistical considerations and the resources available to
you.
The festival programmer (who could also be the Director, Artistic
Director, Producer or perhaps a programming sub-group), will drive
the creative direction of the festival and produce a programme that
meets the goals and expectations of the festival’s stakeholders.
They will lead the artistic quality, ambition and impact of the
festival.
Individuals involved in progamming should
have:
•

Well developed skills and experience of relevant artform(s)

•

Direct knowledge of the local audience

•

An approach which cultivates originality / innovation

•

Links with, and the ability to form relationships with, artists and
arts companies

•

The ability to be practical and realistic about budgets and the

Good judgement - the ability to analyse, evaluate and be
discerning about the quality of artistic work. (It’s their job to
‘quality control’ the artistic output of the festival!)
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The 12 Be’s for
programming local
arts festivals

4. Be brave

1. Be informed

5. Be accessible

Go to see as many performances, exhibitions and arts events as

Ensure the programme is inclusive of diverse audiences and

you can. Immerse yourself in arts work which is relevant to your

participants.

Experiment! Support artists to take creative risks - that’s where all
the good stuff comes from. Excite, invigorate and challenge your
audience!

festival and build your network of artists, festival programmers,
venue managers etc. Invite interesting artists to come along to your

6. Be entrepreneurial

festival even if you don’t plan to programme them this year. It will

Mix and match your creative plans with your available resources.

take some time to get to know them, and them you - strong artistic

You may have access to an interesting venue locally, which you can

partnerships take time to cultivate.

offer a sculptor or a theatre company as a development space to
create a new piece of work. You may present a piece of conventional

2. Be discerning

work in a new way. Innovate - change it up!

Consider the arts projects that are proposed to you. When you
have a good understanding of their merits and their drawbacks,
think about how the project can be extended or developed for your
festival. If you pursue a sincere and open-ended conversation with
the artist about the scope of the project, exciting possibilities can
emerge.
3. Be relevant
The more you celebrate the unique attributes of your festival, the
more distinct your festival will be. Understand the relevance of the
festival and how it connects to and interacts with the local area.
Who has something to say about your area and the communities

7. Be clear

you represent? How can locality ‘shine’ in your programme?

Make sure artists, participants and audiences are clear about how
14

they can get involved with your festival. Can people apply to take

festivals and venues about co-producing and co-commissioning

part? Does you festival have an open-call for proposals and ideas? If

work. Be strategic and you’ll forge beneficial partnerships.

yes, are the selection criteria clearly outlined?
12. Be Creative with your family day
8. Be like a bee

Family programmes within larger festivals can have really

Cross-pollinate: artists may be interested in opportunities to work,

interesting arts content but most don’t. Programme ‘meaty’ arts

or perform alongside artists from another artform or geographic

workshops, exhibitions, installations, performances for children and

area. Don’t go for the obvious - mix and match artists, artforms,

families alongside (or instead of) bouncy castles and face painters.

locations - and you will uncover exciting options for your festival.

It all depends how discerning you want to be!

9. Be inventive
If you have data on ticket sales from previous years you can track
what people go to see. This gives an insight into your audiences
and this information is valuable in predicting future work people
might be interested in. Along with some reliable, popular choices
to anchor the programme, think about introducing some new or
emerging artists.
10. Be fair
Pay artists properly for the work they do. Resources are inevitably
tight but producing and presenting good art is at core of what your
festival is about. This isn’t the area to make a saving in.
11. Be connected
You may have a local arts project or event which resonates
regionally - nationally - internationally. Share information with
other arts organisations and festivals and think about joining
networks which make sense for your festival. You could talk to
15

2.4

Identifying your
potential audiences

•

If you’ve already done a festival or two, you’ll probably have a good

•

educational levels, cultural and ethnic backgrounds, current
levels of community activity.
What groups and communities of interest are represented in
your area? Will your events connect with any of them?

sense of who your current audiences are. If you’re just starting out,

Do you intend that your festival will attract people into your
area for events?

you may feel daunted by the fear of ‘what if nobody comes?’. If you

•

think your festival is for everyone chances are you haven’t given

What kinds of people are they and where might they live/work/
study?

enough thought yet to exactly who your events should be aimed at.

•

Who currently engages in arts and cultural activities? What

It’s important to remember that it can take time for new events and

kinds of people would have some interest? And what kinds of

projects to find their audiences and that, with limited resources,

people don’t engage at all?

you won’t be able to reach everyone. However, some strategic

•

thinking – and a tenacious approach to developing relationships

What cultural activities are visible or popular in your area?
What’s not been offered yet?

with various audience groups – will go a long way to ensuring that
your festival reaches a broad range of people.

From the objectives you have set for your festival and a knowledge
of who might engage with it, you can decide which audience groups

Check out the desk research suggested in Section 4.6 – particularly

to target and build relationships with – thereby ensuring reasonable

the reports from Arts Audiences - to give you a sense of the context

and achievable audience development goals.

of building audiences for the arts in Ireland.
More on Building Audiences in Section 4.
Think about the following in relation to your programming,
communications and festival planning. It may help to sketch
out simple profiles of audience types as you work through these
questions:
•

Who currently comes to your events?

•

What different kinds of people live in your area? Think about:
age groups, families, economic circumstances, employment and
16

2.5

Access what does it mean?
In order for your festival to be as accessible as possible, it is
important that you clearly signal that you welcome diversity and
that you have considered people’s specific needs. This will be
evident through your programme - the range of work that you have
selected and the venues and spaces that you are using. It will also
be evident in how and where you communicate your programme.
Access means identifying, understanding and removing any real
or perceived barriers to participation. It requires that you build
access policies into your organisational planning and that you
allocate resources to work towards equality. Your festival may play
a role in addressing equality in your local area by looking at what
diversity is not currently represented or included. This may involve
more obvious diversities such as disability or ethnicity. It could
also address more invisible diversities such as early school leaving,
sexual orientation or young parents.
Put a plan in place to ensure that everyone in your locality knows
about and feels welcome at your festival.
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2.5.1

Drivers & barriers
to attending your
festival

Communicate information about the facilities to make it easier for

Programme

Timing

Think about the different levels of engagement that you are

Think through the most practical times to schedule your events.

offering your audiences/participants. Try to balance your

Ensure that performances and activities don’t clash with other big

audiences’ interests, needs and preferences with your artistic and

local events. Think about the range of people who might attend

programming goals. Offer educational resources to accompany

the festival. Exhibitions, workshops and performances which are

performances, exhibitions and events where possible. Invite

scheduled mid-week and during the day won’t suit anyone who

artists to offer master classes, workshops and talks to increase the

is working but this may be an ideal time for schools, older people

scope for engagement with their work. You may want to explore

or particular community groups to attend. Morning events can be

opportunities for artists and communities to collaborate. Be

attractive for parents of younger children who can attend after

aware that collaborative arts programmes need a lot of planning

dropping older siblings at school.

audiences. Let people know about public transport and parking
facilities. Let them know if there are cafes and restaurants near
by. This kind of practical information is particularly important for
families.

and a long lead-in time. Talk to audiences/participants and build
opportunities for more active arts engagement into your festival.

Family events at weekends work well and should attract lots of
local people. Be aware that family activities after 5pm may be too

Resource Organisation

late. Try to align your schedule for evening performances with local

Create - the national development agency for collaborative arts,

transport. You may have a mass exodus from an amazing concert if

supports artists and communities making collaborative art. Create

the finale over-runs and people are in danger of missing the last bus

also manages the ‘Artist in the Community Scheme’ for the Arts

home!

Council. Further information here.
Price
Location

Price is a consideration for most attenders. The price of your tickets

The venues and outdoor locations where you are presenting work

creates an instant perception about who the events are for. Some

should be easy to get to and easy to navigate once people arrive.

events in your festival will be free. For ticketed events, think about
18

the pricing plan and build in well discounted tickets for students,
unwaged and older people. Offer family tickets and group discounts
for schools or local groups who buy in bulk. Having a range of price
points will help your festival to be accessible to a wider range of
people.
Communication
How and where you communicate about your festival is vital to
it being accessible. Ensure that your promotional materials are
inviting, clear, easy to read and offer practical information about
what audiences can expect. Local influencers/representatives from
a variety of backgrounds can help you to get the word out in the
right way to the people you want to attract. Make sure that your
festival team is helpful and fully informed about event details.
Friendly staff and customer service count for a lot. In Attracting
Diverse Audiences, Donna Walker-Kuhne describes this process
succinctly - “the constant evolution of points of entry: helping
audiences find the work, creating an invitation (the offer), building
the bridge (packaging the offer) and welcoming the audience
(environment at the event).”
More on these two points in Section 4 - Building Audiences!
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2.5.2

Cultural diversity

•

It is important to focus on how you will ensure opportunities for
long-term engagement with culturally diverse groups as oneoff projects with no opportunities for continued contact can

The Arts Council offers a definition of Cultural Diversity, as it applies

damage the trust you have built up

to the arts as ‘inclusive arts programming and, most particularly,
intercultural arts practice that involves artists and/or communities

Adapted from Access All Areas – a Diversity Toolkit for the Youth Work

from a range of national, ethnic or cultural groups.’

Sector published by NYCI and Youthnet (2012). You can find the full
toolkit here.

Guidelines for engaging culturally diverse
groups:
•

Find out how many people in your local area identify
themselves as being from a minority ethnicity or nationality and
identify the main countries of origin and languages spoken in
your area (Recent census data can help here!)

•

Learn more about the minority ethnic communities in your area
such as their religious and cultural backgrounds

•

Identify the needs, issues and barriers to attending your festival
that might face people from minority ethnic backgrounds

•

Find out about other services in your area that work with
migrants, refugees and asylum seekers

•

Attend local and regionally based forums where you can meet
minority ethnic-led organisations/leaders

•

Network with local schools and churches

•

Introduce cultural awareness and anti- racism training for your
team
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2.5.3

REMEMBER

People with disabilities

“Identity and ethnic identity in particular, is self-defined and
open to change. Therefore, we should not assume someone

Make sure that your festival is accessible to people with disabilities

else’s ethnicity on the basis of limited information, nor should we

and work to promote a holistic approach to arts and disability

assign an ethnicity for someone without asking them how they

at local level. Arts and Disability Ireland (ADI) offers resources to

like to be described. People from minority ethnic backgrounds

arts organisations and national cultural institutions that seek to

increasingly prefer to describe themselves in terms of their

include and engage people with disabilities in the arts. They offer

new identities, their mixed identities or their national identity.

support around inclusive experiences for artists and audiences with

So terms such as African-Irish, Polish-Northern Irish, Nigerian-

disabilities. Take time with your team to consider practical barriers

British, Indian-Irish, Black-Irish will become more commonly

to participation that could be easily addressed.

used. This should be encouraged as it denotes a sense of
belonging in a community as much as a personal identity.

Resource documents and organisations:

For this reason we use the term minority ethnic background
to acknowledge the changeable but still concrete nature of a

Arts and Disability Ireland

person’s ethnic identity.”

See resource pack Shift In Perspectives here. The pack documents
innovative approaches in high-quality contemporary arts and
disability practice in Ireland including learnings on how to

- Access All Areas, National Youth Council of Ireland.

make arts venues more accessible to artists and audiences with
disabilities.
Voluntary Arts Ireland
See the Events Checklist for Disability and Access here.
The Arts Council
See the Arts and Disability policy and strategy here.
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2.5.4

Creating an Access
action-plan
Your organisation may have an inclusive, ‘open-door’ policy,
but that does not necessarily mean that people from diverse
groups know about or access your festival. Particular groups and
communities have specific needs and circumstances which need
to be considered in relation to their participation in the arts. Access
and inclusion needs to be planned for and embedded as a wholeorganisation approach.
Follow these 5 simple steps to create an Access
action-plan for your festival:
1. Identify priorities for action
2. Establish a timeframe and approach to develop and address the
priorities
3. Assign responsibility
4. Allocate resources
5. Monitor, feedback, adapt your plan
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Section 3:

Building Your Team

3.1

Choosing the
right structure

When you are considering the best structure think about:

A structure sets out the rules, roles and
relationships to manage (or to carry out)
the work of a group or organisation. Give
some thought to the structure which
you want to put in place and ensure that
the members of your group understand
the implications and responsibilities
involved. Talk to other festivals and arts
organisations about their model and why
it works for them before you decide on
your own. You should choose a structure
that meets the needs of your group
now but be aware that you may need to
change as your organisation develops.

•

The size and nature of your festival

•

The number of organisers involved

•

Your resources

•

Your timeframe

A group of artists/organisers who are implementing a special onceoff festival or event may not want to establish a formal structure.
It may be more appropriate to work as a voluntary organisation
or cooperative. You could consider partnering with another
organisation that shares your objectives, which can act as the
‘umbrella body’ to facilitate the legal and financial requirements for
the festival/project.
If you intend to run a regular festival, which involves a number
of funders and stakeholders, where you are entering into formal
agreements with artists, venues etc. you may want to set up a
structure to ‘house’ the festival on an ongoing basis. Bear in mind
that festival funders and stakeholders will be interested in the
structure, systems and reporting mechanism that you have in place.
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3.1.1

Informal structure
with a constitution

commitments, such as leases for renting venues or offices, agreeing

A written constitution is the quickest, easiest and least expensive

To incorporate or
not to incorporate?...
That is the question

formal contracts or employing staff.

3.1.3

way to set up a voluntary arts organisation. In this instance, the
structure does not have to be formally registered - the group can
agree their own objectives and rules for how they want to operate.
With a constitution all the members are responsible for the group’s
activities. A constitution for the group will be democratically drawn
up and should outline:

There are pros and cons to operating as an informal versus a formal
(incorporated) company. The advantages of each are listed below to

•

The name of the group/association

help you make an informed decision about the structure that suits

•

A description of the objectives, purpose and activities

you best.

•

Who can be a member and what the membership terms are

•

Frequency of meetings and who should attend

Advantages to being an informal, voluntary arts organisation:

•

Voting rights

•

•

Decision making

for some groups - some people consider them more democratic

•

Management of day-to-day activities

than a formal company limited by guarantee.
•

Informal voluntary arts organisations can be more appealing

Offers more flexibility – goals and priorities can be changed with

3.1.2

majority agreement without having to lodge formal documents.

A formal structure

In contrast, incorporated groups are bound by a document

When a group is formally registered or ‘incorporated’ with the

and the scope of what it intends to do. If the remit or aims of the

Companies Registration Office (CRO) - a separate legal status

organisation are updated, a new ‘mem and arts’ must be drawn

is granted which means the liability of the individuals in the

up and filed with the CRO.

called the ‘memorandum and articles of association’, or ‘mem
and arts’ for short. This outlines the aims of the organisation

group is limited. When incorporated, groups can undertake legal
25

•

Less ‘admin’ - you can agree your own reporting and decisionmaking processes. You don’t have any formal regulatory
requirements.

Advantages to being a formal, incorporated arts organisation:
•

The liability of members is limited and is usually set at a
nominal amount of €1 per director (or similar).

•

Incorporated groups have formal, legal status which means you
can rent venues, lease offices, employ paid members of staff
etc.

•

Clear accountability - incorporated groups have to meet some
basic regulatory requirements, for example, they have to file
a set of accounts annually with the CRO. While this creates
additional administration, it means that there are clear
procedures for governance and accountability in place. This can
be attractive to potential funders/stakeholders.

•

Some funds are only available to formally registered companies
so your ‘pulling power’ may increase if incorporated.

•

By incorporating, your company name is legally protected. This
means other groups cannot form a festival with the same or
even a similar name.
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3.2

REMEMBER!

Steering groups,
boards, sub-groups

The key difference with informal and formal structures is that
formal incorporated structures offer separate legal status and
can offer limited liability for members. Individual members in

Steering Groups

unincorporated groups, are not protected against financial liability

Your festival may have a steering group or a Board. In some cases,

and any potential legal action brought against the group. That

a festival can have a steering group and a separate Board. Steering

said, if your organisation is managed properly with appropriate

groups are representative of the various partners and stakeholders

governance and accountability, the risk of any liability is minimal.

involved in a project. They advise on the overall direction of the
festival as well as key aspects of policy and strategy. The steering
group for a festival should have a balance of skills, interests and

3.1.4

partners represented.

Registering your
business name

Boards
If you have a formal festival structure you will likely have a Board,
which is responsible for the strategy, policy and direction of the

Your festival can trade under any name, as long as the name is

festival. Your organisation may have key individuals or sub-groups

registered with the Companies Registration Office (CRO). Remember

who report back to the Board. The Board is liable for the overall

that once a group registers a name - ‘the owners of that business’

‘health’ of your organisation - financial, legal, good governance etc.

(or members of that group) are liable for any debts! You will need a

More on governance a bit later!

certificate from the CRO to open a bank account and trade with the
name you have registered.
Be aware that you will still need to incorporate your festival if you
wish to have legal status. Registering a ‘business’ name with the
CRO is not the same as incorporating your company. For more
information on incorporating or registering a business name see
cro.ie
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Sub-groups

is an increasing focus on transparency in the not-for-profit sector.

Many festivals establish sub-groups to oversee and progress specific

It is becoming more and more important to visibly demonstrate

elements of the festival - a programming sub-group or a fundraising

transparency and accountability within your organisation.

sub-group, for example. Leaders/representatives from the subgroups can report back to the core event team or Board. Don’t fall
into the trap of establishing too many sub-groups - you only need
sub-groups that are of core relevance to the development of the

The Governance Code

festival. Individuals assigned to sub-groups should have specific

A number of organisations in Ireland have been working together

skills and experience in that area.

to develop a Governance Code for the community, voluntary and
charitable organisations sector. The Governance Code outlines

3.3

the roles, duties and responsibilities of all those who sit on the

Let’s talk about
governance

boards and management committees of community, voluntary
or charitable organisations. The code is intended as a tool which
allows organisations to demonstrate their high standards of
governance to their stakeholders. The benefits of adopting the
code are to:

Good governance means putting systems and procedures in

•

place to ensure that your organisation is run in an effective and

Reassure current funders that their money is being managed
by a well run organisation with good governance

accountable way. Good governance will ensure that your festival

•

is transparent about decision-making processes and that festival

Increase transparency - in that everyone knows exactly how
the organisation is being run

resources are managed properly and in the best interest of the
organisation. Good governance isn’t all about the financial systems
you have in place. It could also include the policies which you adopt
to ensure that volunteers who work on your festival are treated
fairly, for example.

•

Help you avoid bad risks

•

Help you achieve your goals faster

•

Reduce your costs

See governancecode.ie for further information and to sign up to
the code. More detail on The Charities Act can be found here.

The majority of arts organisations already operate with a lot of
integrity and in an appropriate, accountable manner. With new
legislation being developed in relation to The Charities Act, there
28

according to their own strengths. Regardless of the size of your

Governance
Transparency Scale

festival, there will be a similar range of tasks and responsibilities

The Arts Council has adopted the Boardmatch Ireland Governance

Key areas in your festival:

Transparency Scale, which ranks the level of transparency in terms

•

Artistic Programme

of the corporate information that is placed on an organisation’s

•

Financial and operational management

website. The Council requires that all of the organisations that it

•

Day to day administration

funds on a recurring basis comply with the standards set out in the

•

PR/Communications

Transparency Scale. Details can be found here.

•

Fundraising/Sponsorship

•

Production and technical management

•

Managing volunteers

that will need to be assigned.

3.4

Key roles and
responsibilities

You may merge some of these portfolios, for example the

The effectiveness of your core team will have a direct effect on the

management of volunteers. Or you may have a combined ‘finance,

success of your festival so it’s worth taking the time to plan what

fundraising and sponsorship sub-group’. You may also have

your festival needs. It’s not a ‘one size fits all’ - the structure that

additional roles which are important to your festival which are not

you build around your festival will be specific to what is required to

included above, for example, an Outreach/Education Manager (or

deliver your arts programme optimally.

sub-group).

The number of people involved in a local arts festival varies

Individual roles across these areas may all be voluntary or may be

and the number of personnel will increase as the festival dates

a mixture of voluntary and paid. Your festival may also outsource

approach. With most festivals there is a core group of 6-12 people

some elements and pay for a specific expertise or service for

who meet regularly, at least monthly, and more regularly as the

example, a Production Manager or a Publicist. Regardless of the

festival approaches. Each festival will need to structure their team

structure that you have selected, the roles and responsibilities

financial and operational management may be overseen by a
‘Festival Manager’ or a ‘management sub-group’ and this person/
group could also look after the day to day administration or the
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should be clearly defined and everyone in your team should
understand how decisions are made and who makes them.

Use the The Four P's to
run effective meetings
Purpose
Be clear about the goals and priorities for a particular meeting
Preparation
Ensure the right people are invited and have the necessary
information prior to the meeting
Participation
Work collaboratively, listening actively and manage differences
constructively
Productivity
Ensure that outcomes/actions are agreed, noted and assigned

Adapted from The Adapted from wheel.ie
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3.4.1

3.5

Internal
communications

Volunteers

Internal communications are essential to the success of your team.
Hold regular team meetings where members can update the wider
group on points of information relating to their area and discuss
any recent accomplishments or challenges which they are facing.

3.4.2

Internal planning
With most local arts festivals there will be a small number of
core individuals who are very competent and versatile and who
carry a wide remit. Organisers are inevitably over-stretched.
Acknowledging this reality, we urge you to try to allocate time

In addition to the core group of people who run the festival

for internal planning also, so that you devote some thought to

(typically in a voluntary capacity), most festivals rely on a large

organisational development. It won’t deliver an instant hit, but if

group of volunteers to join them in the final stages of planning to

you evaluate your structure regularly and you build capacity within

help implement the programme and deliver the festival on the

your team, you’ll reap the rewards over time.

ground.
It’s important to understand how volunteers can contribute to
the festival and to be clear about how you will involve, manage
and support the volunteers who come on board. You should try to
determine what individual volunteers are looking to get out of the
experience and to match their skills with an appropriate role.
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You should develop ‘A Code of Practice for Volunteers’ for your
festival and you can find ready made templates and online

TOP TIP!

resources to help with this at Volunteer Ireland. At a minimum,
you should ensure that someone on your festival team has

Volunteer Ireland and Voluntary Arts Ireland have created a

responsibility for managing volunteers and that you are clear about

Volunteering in the Arts Toolkit which has useful information and

their recruitment and induction, as well as who they report to or call

can be found here.

on if they need support.
Volunteering Ireland notes that “volunteering is a two-way
relationship, one that should benefit both the volunteer and

3.5.1

the organisation. As in any relationship both parties will have

Training &
Induction

expectations of the other. By being aware of these expectations
both volunteers and organisations are more likely to have a
successful partnership.” They have developed a very useful Charter
for Effective Volunteering.

Volunteers should be inducted into the overall aim and ethos

See Appendix 1

of your festival, its structure and procedures and introduced to
key staff. Volunteers should be briefed on the specific roles they
are undertaking in your festival in order to perform their work
successfully. Buddying or mentoring systems are good for new
volunteers while they find their feet and get to understand how you
work. Many arts festivals have a volunteer handbook and this is an
effective way of briefing new and returning volunteers.
See Appendix 2
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Remember to brief volunteers on basic procedures and policies

etc.) that you want them to complete. The forms should include

at your festival.

instructions for completion and where to log them.

Who's who

Conduct

Volunteers should have contact details for key staff. They should

Don’t forget to let your volunteers know if they should wear

know who to contact for further information or support and in

anything specific and how they should behave. You may want

the case of any emergencies. Volunteers should also be briefed on

volunteers at an outdoor concert to wear warm weatherproof

access information - any special tickets or ID laminates which are

clothes and be open and friendly, welcoming and directing

needed to attend performances and events, for example.

audiences as they arrive. In another instance you may want
volunteers to dress smartly and be more understated, assisting at

Overview of programme/event

a reception or launch you are hosting. Don’t expect volunteers to

Volunteers should have descriptions of performances, exhibitions

know what each event will require of them if you don’t tell them!

and events they are working on, along with schedules or running
times. Remember that volunteers are often the first point of contact

3.5.2

for the public. Arm your volunteers with sufficient information to

Easy wins how to recognise
your volunteers’
contribution

answer any questions that the public might have. Whether they are
based at a venue or working outdoors, volunteers should be briefed
on all the facilities which they, or members of the public, might
need (toilets, wheelchair access, first aid, baby change facilities,
parking, drinking water, etc.)
Procedures

Performances and events

Volunteers should be briefed on general health and safety

Many arts festivals offer complimentary access to events as a

procedures within the festival and should be alerted to any specific

benefit to volunteers. Arts students who are working on your

risks pertaining to the areas they are working in. Volunteers

festival may also value opportunities to attend post-show talks or to

should be made aware of procedures for lost children; accidents

assist at workshops where they can meet and learn from artists. Pay

or emergency evacuations. You will need to give volunteers copies

attention to the interests and expectations of your volunteers and

of any incident report forms or sign in/out sheets (for equipment

try to offer interesting and useful festival experiences.
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Quality training and mentoring
Most volunteers really value training. They see it as a tangible
benefit of their volunteering experience. Many people volunteer to
gain insight and experience out of pure interest or in order to test
a possible career path. The quality of the training and mentoring
experience that you offer volunteers will impact positively on the
calibre and the retention of the volunteers in your festival.
Opportunities to socialise and network
It can’t be all work and no play! Consider ‘meet and greet’ sessions,
receptions and a thank-you party for volunteers as part of your
festival volunteer experience.
Recognition
Some volunteers may contact you after having worked on your
festival to ask for a reference. It can be useful to keep a simple
database with notes on their skills and competencies so you can
offer a valid reference if asked. Some festivals also issue certificates
to volunteers to recognise their contribution.
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Section 4:

BUILDING AUDIENCES

4

Building
Audiences
In this section, we want to help you think
strategically about who your audiences
are, how to attract new audiences and
how to encourage people to come back
to your events. On a limited budget,
marketing your event well can feel really
tough. With some careful thought and
planning you won’t have to lose sleep
over it.
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4.1

Creating
an identity

Thinking about your
identity

Let’s start with the basics – thinking about the brand identity you

•

want for your festival. This means so much more than getting a logo

What 3 words do we think people associate with our festival
now?

and some posters designed!

•

What 3 words do we want our audiences to associate with us?

•

What kind of language do we use at the moment? Do we have

Creating an identity for your festival brings together aspects of

a tone and style that suits the festival atmosphere we want to

programming, marketing, audience experience and customer

create?

service. Put yourself into the shoes of an audience member – what

•

Do our promotional materials reflect the kind of festival
we want to be? Are they easy to read and enticing? Do they

do they find when they encounter your festival?

generate trust and confidence in our audiences? Do they
provide information clearly and accurately?

A large part of your identity comes from what kinds of events you

•

programme – a family festival will have a different stamp from a

Is there visual consistency between our print and online
communications materials – i.e: is there a logo / a colour

comedy and music festival. But it’s also created by how you write

scheme / images that connect them?

and talk about your festival, the kinds of images you use, what

•

methods of communication and promotion you choose and the

Are we present / visible in places where the audiences we
want to attract go or spend time online? Think about age

atmosphere you and your festival team create around each event.

group / location / interests / cultural background.
•

Thinking about what your identity is now – and what you would like

Do all members of the festival team understand and agree
on the kind of atmosphere we want to create at events? Have

it to be - can help your audiences know what to expect from you

we thought about how we create that atmosphere and do we

and can help you make planning decisions along the way.

communicate this with our volunteers?
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4.2

Putting a
Marketing Plan
together

Step 2:
Think about the events you’re planning
•

What scale are they?

•

Will you have to sell lots of tickets? Are they free? What price
range will they be?

•
A good marketing plan doesn’t have to be complex. It definitely

What competition will your events have for audiences: within
your own festival? Within your locality? Within the city?

needs targets, a timeline and a budget – so that you can use it as a

•

‘to do’ list and track your progress in the months and weeks leading

Are they in places where events are usually on (where there’s an
audience to tap into)?

up to your festival.
Think about the audiences you want to attract to each event
It’s a good idea to work on this at least 4-6 months ahead of the

•

What kinds of people / groups are they?

festival, so that you don’t miss out on any opportunities.

•

Do they already go to events like yours?

•

Do they already go to the venues you plan to use? Or not?

•

Do you know how the audience you want to attract finds out

Here are some things to think about before writing your marketing
plan so that it will be SMART (specific, measurable, attainable,

about events?

resourced and timely).
Step 1:
Think about some objectives for your communications.
•

What are the key messages you want to get across to people?

•

What will success look like in terms of:
•

audience numbers and audience types for each event?

•

media coverage the festival gets?

•

data the festival can gather? (e.g. numbers of new followers
on social media, names on mailing list)
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Think about it:
Price & Value
As we discussed in Section 2.5.1, the price of your events can be a
barrier to attendance and access. It’s really important when you’re
working out your prices to think carefully about what average
ticket price you need to sell each event at to make ends meet,
what price you think people in your locality will be willing to pay
and what value your target audiences would place on attending
your events. However, this doesn’t mean you have to – or even
should – do only free or very cheap tickets, unless this is one of the

It can be tricky to get the balance right and you’ll need to use
your local knowledge to guide you. Do some research on what
people tend to spend on entertainment locally, if you can. Ask
other people who run events in your locality or similar festivals in
other areas. Test out some different price levels. Think about what
audience types you want to give concession rates to and give them
meaningful reductions. In advance of your festival, think about
any special rates to offer families, schools, community groups for

aims of your festival.

particular events.

Theatre Forum’s Annual Box Office Benchmark Report consistently

It’s healthier if you can avoid offering heavy last-minute discounts

shows that people who attend arts events in Ireland are not as
price sensitive as we might think they are! What audiences tend
to be more sensitive to is whether the event offered good value.

to shows that aren’t selling – very often you end up just selling
cheaper tickets to the people who were going to come anyway...
and you don’t want to train your audiences to wait for deals!

Be aware that very low ticket prices for arts events can give the
impression that the quality is also low. It’s not just price that
motivates people to come – it’s the expectation of an exciting, eyeopening and enjoyable experience!
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Step 3:
Think about the resources you have – that’s money AND people.
•

Do you have a person / people whose specific role it is to
promote your events and build audiences for the festival?

•

Can the artists, performers, venues you are programming with
help you to reach audiences?

•

Do you know how far your budget will stretch? If not - do some
costings and find out!

•

Is there any marketing or advertising support you can get
through sponsorship or with benefit-in-kind? E.g: local radio/
newspaper; Google Grants; RTÉ Supporting the Arts etc.

Then... organise your thoughts!
You could structure it something like this:
1. Objectives & Key Messages
Insert your answers from Step 1 here – add in target figures.
2. Target Audiences & Methods of
Communication
Write down all of your target audience groups and note for each
of them the most effective communications methods to use to
reach them, e.g: posters & outdoor advertising/ flyer or brochure
distribution / emails / social media / PR / advertising online / print
advertising / local influencers or word-of-mouth etc.
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Digital promotion:

3. Give each communications channel a mini-plan
Print Promotion:
•

Plan the content for your website – any design changes needed?

•

Devise and implement social media campaigns for Facebook,

Do you need a brochure? How many to print? Distribution: how &

Twitter, Instagram and any other platforms you use

where?
•

•

•

Can you use email marketing to reconnect with last year’s

Will you need one festival flyer – or several flyers for different

audiences / give behind-the-scenes insights / offer promotions

events? How many to print? Distribution: how & where?

or competitions / survey your audiences after the festival?

•

Posters – what size? How many? Distribution: how & where?

•

Assign timeline to: design, print production & distribution

•

Assign timeline to: web development, uploading content,
creating social media updates and email newsletters, and
tracking visitors, content shares and likes

Advertising:
•

Any budget for paid press / radio / online advertising?

•

Any in-kind ads?

•

Where will you place ads to reach target audiences?

•

Assign timeline to: ad booking, design of ads or drafting of online

*See 4.4: Advertising & Promotion section for more detail

campaigns, running ads
*See 4.4: Advertising & Promotion section for more detail
PR:
•

Decide on goals for local and national PR - and on what to focus
your efforts: newspapers – daily & weekend / magazines / radio /
online / TV

•

Do you have someone who can manage this on the festival team
or do you need to get external PR help?

•

Assign timeline to: writing press release(s), creating pitches and
targeting contacts

*See 4.3: PR on a Shoestring for a guide to DIY PR
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Cross-promotion:
•

Make lists of appropriate organisations/individuals to approach for
a friendly plug for your events.

*See 4.4: Advertising & Promotion section for more detail
4. Assign a budget to each element of the plan
based on the costings you worked out while brainstorming.
5. Assign responsibility
for each area of the plan to members of your team.
6. Use a calendar or spreadsheet to map out your
timeline
with everything above included. Scary at first (!), but easier in the long
run to track deadlines as you start to check things off the list.
7. Get cracking
– and keep track of your progress and budget.
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4.3

PR on a
shoestring

It can help to think about how many pieces of coverage you would
like to aim to get in each area... BUT quality and appropriateness of
the coverage you get count for a lot too!
Consider what outlets to target:

Getting some media coverage for your event is probably high on

•

Local / national radio

your agenda. The good news is that getting good PR doesn’t have

•

Local / national newspapers and magazines

to cost you lots of money – but it will need you to invest time. The

•

Thematic magazines (if relevant)

rewards in terms of raising profile and attracting audiences can

•

Online – blogs, reviewers, listings & event round ups

be huge, so for most festivals, it’s worth thinking about well in

•

Thematic websites with news sections

advance.

(e.g mummypages.ie shares news stories about events for
families and small children)

If you have a budget to hire a publicist, brilliant! Otherwise, having

•

one or two members of the team directly responsible for seeking

TV (the trickiest to pin down, go for it with a fantastic story and
plenty of time to organise it!)

and managing PR opportunities is a must.
Don’t get hung up on arts coverage only – think about news angles
Setting PR goals

/ health or education angles / lifestyle and personality angles etc.

Most importantly, you need to think about where to aim your

Maybe your goal is to get recognition for your event from the arts

efforts. If you’ve really thought about your festival identity, who

media – but that’s probably only reaching one section of your target

your target audiences are and what your core messages will be –

audiences.

then this is much easier!
You are not going to be able to get coverage for every single event.
Most likely, you will mainly be able to get coverage for the festival as
a whole. Decide from the start what events you’ll highlight in order
to attract as much media attention as possible.
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Start with who/what you know. Build up a spreadsheet of contact

A guide to timing

details of outlets and journalists who have covered events like

Don’t leave things to the last minute. This is a rough guide –

networks are everything!

yours in the past. This is time consuming – but your contacts and

talk to your contacts and ask them what works best for their
deadlines!
•

Magazines tend to have long lead-times: 8-10 weeks in

HOW TO: CREATE PITCHES

advance, at least.
•

Features and short lifestyle columns: 6-8 weeks in advance.

•

Short mentions and image placements: anywhere from 2-6

Rather than just sending a press release out, pitch specific stories
or angles to particular journalists or press outlets you want to

weeks in advance
•

target. Think about:

Radio varies depending on local or national: 8-10 weeks

•

advance contact will give better opportunities on national

video, artists willing to perform or events you can invite

stations, 2-3 weeks on local stations.
•

Online coverage: 1-2 weeks in advance

•

TV slots: 8-10 weeks in advance, at least!

what content do you have (images, possible interviewees,
media to experience live)?

•

what are the uniquely enticing stories and angles you can
come up with – relating to your festival, a particular event or
artist, or a member of your festival team?

•

Doing the legwork
Good PR is all about building great relationships – and pitching
enticing stories in a timely way that makes it easy for journalists or
researchers to turn your story into something their editors will love!
If you’re starting from scratch, spend some time researching – what
different media outlets cover, what journalists might be interested
in events like yours, what kind of coverage lands on different days of
the week.
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where would these fit best in terms of style and content?

HOW TO: Write a
great press release
Your press release is the ‘go-to’ document for journalists and
editors to create a story or find information about your event.
Here are a few tips:
•

Keep it short and lively (max 2 pages)

•

Your opening should be energetic and convey the main
unique aspects of your event. You want to entice a writer to
create a story – so give them something to work with.

•

Make sure you answer who / what / when / where / why early
on – people edit from the bottom!

•

Include your website, booking and contact details

•

Proof read it!

•

Create a short version with only essential info and booking
details to submit to online and print media that carry listings

Dive in – email journalists or researchers your pitch, include your
press release and offer images (but don’t send them if they’re not
asked for). If you find that you’re not getting a response, follow up
with a quick second email or a call – maybe reiterate an offer of
extra info, content or images.
Keep at it even though it’s a slow process. If you’ve done your
research, come up with good pitches, written a press release that
makes it easy for journalists and followed up on leads effectively,
you should see good results across a variety of media.
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4.4

Advertising &
Promotion – mixing
traditional & digital

Note:
Even with all your best efforts, sometimes you just can’t get the
pick up you want. The best laid PR plans can get blown aside
if something else very ‘newsworthy’ pops up. There’s a lot of
competition for coverage... C’est la vie!

When it comes to promoting your events, you may be wondering
what will work best. The answer is: it depends on who you’re

Think about it:
Media/Photo Calls

trying to reach. Sound familiar? If you’re trying to attract a fairly
broad range of people to come to mainly arts, entertainment and
community events, you will have to cover a mix of traditional and

You might want to invest in hiring a photographer from an agency

digital methods, so that you don’t miss out on potential audiences.

to stage a media or photo call if you have a launch or big opening
event. It takes some planning and success is not guaranteed, but

Here are some things to consider when you’re coming up with the

it can be a great way to land an image in the daily or weekend

right mix that suits your target audiences, your budget and the time

papers – and give you a set of professional images to use for

you have to spend.

other purposes.
If you do not have a budget to book a professional photographer,

TOP TIP!

but you know you have a really photo-friendly event, send a
media call announcement (giving 1-2 days notice) to the image

Arts Audiences has an online course in Digital Marketing, which is

desks of newspapers and see if anyone bites!

highly recommended if the area is new to you.
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Advertising

Promotion – traditional & digital

Outdoor:

Your Website

•

•

•

IPA posters (large, paste-up posters) are impactful and visible –
and are not as expensive as you might think

role will it play: information portal / sales portal / news portal /

There are several A3 poster distributors in Dublin, who can tailor

record of your festival? All of these?
•

a route to your event and budget
•

Your website will be at the core of your online activities. What

Write for your audiences – with clear, short, benefit-led
sentences.

Are there creative ways you can get your festival identity onto
•

the streets of your locality?

Keep the design clear and easy to read – big buttons and bright
colours help people to find important calls to action like Book
Tickets Here

Press & Radio:
•
•

•

Could you work with local media outlets as media partners in
order to get some in-kind advertising?

learn a lot about how people use your site by checking the

Are there specific publications that target a particular audience

reports.
•

for you, that is worth a small spend?
•

Install Google Analytics on your site to track visitors – you can

Have you done the basics for Search Engine Optimisation (i.e:
how easily your site can be found in searches)? Get the basics

Look into RTÉ Supporting the Arts for radio ads

right by having different title tags on all web pages, ‘alt’ tags on
images and writing text that is rich in keywords for your festival.

Online:
• Are there event websites where a display ad would be worth a
small spend?
• Could you work with an online media partner?
• A small scale, focused campaign of promoted content and ads
could be of benefit on Facebook to build follower numbers and
highlight events – organic reach alone is not enough anymore
• Google Grants offers free AdWords accounts to charities. This
is a great resource, but does require some work to set up – and
monitoring of campaigns on a regular basis.

If search engines can’t find your content easily, you’ll be missing
out on potential visitors.
•

Make sure visitors to your site can sign up to your mailing list
easily and quickly from your homepage

•

Keep things up-to-date as much as you can – if you've got a blog
or news section, will you be able to do anything with it in the
off-season?
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Print materials are still very useful – but think carefully about both

•

Do you have a plan for how to grow your follower base? Are

what you need and how they'll be distributed so that you get the

there key influencers you should connect with or conversations

most mileage out of them.

you can start or join, to make sure people know you're active.
•

Direct Mail – if you have postal addresses for your audiences – can

Are you connecting with the right organisations, networks or
individuals online to reinforce the identity of your festival?

be very effective in encouraging arts attenders to come out.

•

Do you promote the content you have on your website via your
social media channels?

Cross-promotion – would any organisations or individuals support

•

Gather as much enticing content as you can get your hands on!

your events by sharing information through their mailing lists /

E.g: images, video, interesting info from shows or artists, behind

social media / displaying print materials? Think thematically /

the scenes insights and snaps etc.

geographically! This can really help to build word-of-mouth.

•

Make a schedule to help you map out what content/info to post,
when – and what platform to use.

Email marketing – works best when it's timely, non-spammy and
contains genuinely useful information, insights or incentives (not
just sales speak). It's a great way to keep in touch with audiences
between festivals too as you build up your mailing list. Platforms
like MailChimp are easy to use, professional – and free up to a
certain mailing list size.
Social Media
At it's best, social media is engaging, conversational, direct and fun.
Using social media platforms with a clear purpose can help you
develop deeper relationships with your audiences and reach new
potential attenders online.
•

Have a think about the platforms you're using and who you're
aiming to reach there? It's better to shut down inactive profiles
and concentrate on what you can manage, than to try to be
present everywhere.
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4.5

4.6

SELLING
TICKETS

Data – Capture it,
track it, use it!

Selling tickets gives everybody a few grey hairs! Here are some tips

When you run events, data is your best friend. If you can build up

to get you through:

data about your audiences, you can make informed decisions about

•

what kinds of events and what kinds of marketing work for you.

Know what your capacity is before you go on sale. Nothing adds
stress to an event like having too few seats in the room for the

•

tickets you’ve sold.

Data doesn’t have to be complex or massively detailed to give you

Make your sales targets ambitious but realistic. Budgeting for

useful information.

sales of 40%-70% of earning capacity is reasonable (depending

•

•

•

on your event) – beyond that you may run into problems and

Start simple. Be consistent. See what you can find out from what

below that you might want to rethink the event!!

you know or can access already.

Track your sales in advance if you can, that way, you can focus
any last-minute promotional efforts on events that really need

Here are some things everyone who runs events and festivals can

it. Hold your nerve – people often book late (on the day of, or

do:

day before, an event).

•

If you’re working with a ticketing agent e.g. entertainment.ie, be

job to do this and keep a simple spreadsheet to record the

sure you are completely clear on how much you’ll get from each

actual attendance figures against the capacity of the event.

ticket sold, net of sales commission and credit card charges,

If you have a big outdoor event, you’ll have to estimate – but

before you go on sale.

make it a reasonable one. Knowing your audience numbers is

If you are selling tickets directly, ensure your sales staff/

essential!

volunteers know the programme inside out and have a clear
sales process that includes asking for customers to join your
mailing list.
•

Count how many people are at every event. Make it someone’s

Make sure you have a clear policy on refunds and exchanges
and ensure that all staff and volunteers are made aware of the
policy.
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•

TOP TIP!

NOTE: even if you get the contact details of your customers
from the box office, unless they have opted in to be added

Gardaí are very good at estimating the number of people in

to your mailing list you legally can’t add them to your

a crowd - if you are lucky enough to have any attending your

mailing list due to Data Protection legislation. You can

outdoor event, ask them for an attendance figure.

email them, once off, to ask them if they’d like to sign up.
If possible, include an option to join your mailing list as
part of the sales process. This is the most efficient way to

•

Create an email sign up sheet for use at every event and use this

increase your subscribers.

to build your mailing list. Make it someone’s job to ask people if
they’d like to sign up at the beginning or end of events.

•

Using Facebook or Twitter? Check out your Insights to see
where your followers are and find out basic demographics.

•

Make a simple, short questionnaire and ask audience members

•

to fill it in at events. Make it someone’s job to get a small

Who are you reaching and engaging with on these
platforms? Who are you not reaching?

number filled in at every event and then analyse the results
using a spreadsheet.

The more you know about who comes to your festival now, the

•

At the end of your festival, you could send your survey

more focused you can be on:

to your growing mailing list using an online tool like

•

Attracting more like-minded people

SurveyMonkey.

•

Identifying who’s missing from your audience mix

•

Setting realistic goals and targets for each festival – and testing

See Appendix 3 for a Sample Audience Survey

out whether you can reach them!
•

Are you selling tickets for your events? What data you can
capture whether you sell tickets on the door / via a venue /
through an online ticketing service (e.g. Entertainment.ie /
EventBrite etc)?
•

If your venue can’t share customer data with you, your
mailing list sign up sheets can help you to gather some
contact details in person.
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Some desk research...

marketing activities. Read the latest Theatre Forum Benchmarking

There is a wealth of information available to give you a greater

Report here.

understanding of audiences for arts and cultural events in Ireland
and to support you as you set out your vision, goals and targets for

AIRO – Free Mapping tools

your festival. Reading through these resources is time well spent –

The mapping tools provided by AIRO are based on Census data

especially if you're in the early years of establishing your festival

and a small number of other robust data sets. You can zone in on

and don't have much data of your own yet.

specific Local Authority areas based on electoral divisions to explore
demographics and socio-economic factors of the local population

Arts Audiences – Arts Attendance in Ireland Reports

your festival is trying to reach. Test out the AIRO mapping tools

These reports, compiled annually based on the latest consumer

here.

research from Target Group Index, give top-line information about
arts attendance in Ireland. They look at data regionally, by artform,

Arts Council – Mapping Your Audience

and give general information about the media consumption habits

This tool – free to use via the Arts Council website – is based on

of arts attenders in Ireland. Read the latest Arts Attendance in

population data according to drive-time from Arts Council funded

Ireland report here.

venues across the country. If your events take place at one of these
venues, this tool may help you to hone in on your potential target

Arts Audiences has many reports and resources to support

audiences. Explore the Mapping your Audience tool here.

your research and training in many areas related to audience
development.
The most recent Arts in Irish Life 2014 report can be found here.
Theatre Forum - Annual Benchmarking Report
Each year, Theatre Forum publishes this piece of research based
on ticket sales and other marketing information from 58 theatres,
festivals and arts centres across the country. Explore this – and the
trends from the last few years – to get a sense of sales and audience
development trends and insights into the effectiveness of various
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Section 5:

The Practicalities
- not as bad as you think!

5.1

Venues, locations,
infrastructure

Here's a checklist to help you with choosing
suitable venues:

Be creative in your approach to venues
and locations. It’s worth spending a bit
of time to fully investigate the different
options. In addition to school and
community halls, check out local cafés
which may convert to evening music
venues, local parks to hold installations/
events and empty buildings which you
can turn into galleries or performance
spaces. Be aware of the costs involved
in using disused spaces however - it can
be quite expensive to kit them out. You
also need to ensure you have adequate
insurance and safety measures in place.

•

Make sure the layout of the venue works for your event.

•

Check the total capacity of the building and adhere to this.

•

Check that the venue is accessible.

•

Consider the perception of the venue locally - does it normally
host performances and events or is this new territory? Think
about how you are going to promote it - especially if you want
to attract audiences who do not normally use the building.

•

Don’t forget to book enough time for ‘set up’ and ‘get out’ either
side of the event and check that you have access for this. Do you
have to be out at a certain time so the key holder can lock up?

•

Check if the venue has any other events on around the same
time to avoid clashes e.g. sound spillage.

•

Ask about all the additional costs when agreeing the hire
fee. Check if the venue will offer you staffing and use of their
furniture and equipment. There may be a cleaning cost for some
hires or in-kind spaces which you use.

•

Will you have to use in-house catering and bar facilities at
a venue or can you bring these in? Will the venue operate a
cloakroom or do you need to set one up?

•

You will have your own insurance in place but you should check
that the venue has it’s own public liability insurance also.
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For outdoor performances and events:
•

Communicate access information in advance - do you have
adequate parking on site or do you need to ask people to travel
to events using public transport?

•

If you are providing parking, it may be helpful to have stewards
to direct people.

•

You may need directional signage on the route to the location
and informational signage on site e.g. Box Office/Admission,
Toilets etc.

•

Information Points are very useful at larger outdoor events and
you can issue schedules and event maps from there. Make sure
that everyone working at the Information Point is well briefed
on all the events and remember to let them know if there are
any changes to the programme or running order during the day.

•

For family events, you will need to provide baby change
facilities. It’s good practice to have a ‘Lost Children’ meeting
point also. You will need to agree a process for supervising and
reuniting children who get separated from their parents. You
should have this area staffed by two people at all times.
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5.2

Budgets & resources

Here's a cheat sheet to help you with festival

The format of your budget will vary according to the nature of

•

budgeting:
Make sure everyone is clear whether you are budgeting GROSS

your event. You don’t need a sophisticated book-keeping package

(where costs DO include VAT) or NET OF VAT (where your costs

- all the best festivals use Microsoft Excel. Excel allows you to link

DO NOT include VAT). Normally, if you are registered for VAT and

worksheets, so you can have a overall budget with individual

therefore able to reclaim VAT, you would budget net of VAT. Be

projects and events feeding into it… perfect!

careful to check any quotes you get for fees or services to see
if they are inclusive or exclusive of VAT, so you can include the

You will have a Festival Manager or Finance Co-ordinator on your

correct amount in your budget.

team… and if you don’t, you should appoint one. One person needs

•

Over estimate costs and always budget inclusive of a 5-10%

full oversight of all the income and expenditure for the festival and

contingency. It’s a truth universally acknowledged that there

everything should be tracked on one budget. It’s a good idea to

is always unforeseen expenditure. You will have an over-spend

update the budget regularly - at least once a week in the months

in one area or another so you’ll need a contingency. Only use

leading up to the festival and then daily, as the festival approaches.

your contingency when you absolutely have to - it shouldn’t be
treated like a ‘slush fund’ which you dip in and out of.
•

If you are running a box office take advice from the people
on your team and the artists performing and agree a realistic
box office target. It’s wise to be conservative initially until you
have more information about your audiences. (The more data
you have from box office from previous years, the easier it will
be to make estimates.) Don’t forget that group rate bookings
or special ticket offers, as well as the number of ‘comps’
(complimentary tickets) will affect your box office income.

•

If you are selling tickets for events, you may be liable for VAT on
your box office income. Admissions to live theatrical or musical
performances where there are no facilities for the consumption
of food or drink during all or part of the performance are
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exempt from VAT. Make sure you understand the liabilities

Simple day-to-day financial controls:

involved for your events. You can find further information here.
•
•

Other commercial sales (e.g. merchandise) and any sponsorship

•

that your festival receives will also be liable for VAT.

and signing off on all expenditure. A simple check if you don’t

Benefit-in-kind (or ‘in-kind’ support) is a valid income stream

have a purchase order system in place is for invoices to be

which you should include in your budget. If a local venue agrees

signed-off by a Festival Manager/Chairperson before being

to waiver the hire fee and this saves you €200, for example,

processed by the Finance Manager/Secretary.

you should include this as income since you would otherwise

•

Make sure you have two signatories for cheque payments

have had to pay this money as an expense. It’s a good idea to

and you should also set up a system which requires two

track benefit-in-kind separately to your cash revenue so that it

authorisations for online payments.

doesn’t confuse the amount of ‘cash’ that your festival has to
•

Make one person responsible for tracking the overall budget

•

Ensure that petty cash is signed for by the recipient and that

spend.

they lodge receipts for all petty cash expenditure. You should

You will need to present a final budget and set of accounts

issue a Petty Cash Expense Sheet to relevant staff or volunteers

to your Steering Group or Board following your festival. Your

so that they can note any items they bought and the total

funders and stakeholders may also require a final or annual

amount they spent. They can also attach their receipts to the

budget. Some festivals produce a set of audited accounts

sheet. Sounds labour intensive? It’ll save you a lot of time when

annually. This is an additional expense which you may not

you start to reconcile the expenditure.

want to incur unless you are required to. Consider approaching

•

Ask for two or three quotes for any expenditure over €500 in

accountants in your area to see if they would be willing to audit

order to ensure that the festival is achieving best value for

your accounts as an in-kind contribution to the festival. Whether

money.

your accounts are audited or not, you should build credibility
by working within your agreed budget lines and by keeping

See Appendix 4 for a Sample Budget, including the most common

excellent, transparent financial records.

income streams and expenditure items.
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5.3

Contracts &
agreements

Hazard warning:
Cash-flow

Ensure that you have a written contract with all the key partners,

As well as balancing the books and being able to deliver a

funders, venues etc. that are involved in your festival. Contracts

successful festival on budget, you will need to get a handle on

should outline what has been agreed and what is to be delivered

your cash-flow. This means you will need to look at every item of
income and expenditure to estimate when it will affect the festival

on both sides. Funders and public bodies will often issue their own

in cash terms. The timing of getting cash in and paying it out is

contracts. Make sure that you read the content of any contracts or

critical, and you will find this out pretty quickly when you have

suppliers agreements issued to you carefully. You should only sign

demands for payment, and no cash in the bank to pay it.

the agreement if you are sure you can live up to your side of the
bargain.

Break down your income and expenditure by month and monitor
the flow of money in and out carefully to make sure you can meet

Artist's Agreements

all your financial commitments. Make sure that you have agreed

When issuing agreements to artists involved in the festival you

realistic payment schedules with venues, artists and suppliers so

should detail the following:

they are aware when they can expect to receive payment from

•

you.

Fees and expenses which are agreed including details of any
box office splits or honorariums agreed in lieu of an artistic fee

•

A payment schedule

•

The number and schedule of performances/exhibitions
including dates for setting up and striking the event

•

Details of the exhibition or performance venue

•

Any accommodation, travel and per diems which are agreed

•

Staffing or technical support agreed with artists

•

Promotional/marketing materials and supports that will be
provided

•

Billing including any existing credits or acknowledgments that
are required in relation to the artist’s work
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•

Ownership and copyright of artworks which are created or
presented

•

Artists should confirm that all relevant rights and licenses for
presenting the work are in place, including any performing
rights for music

•

Agreements around the documentation of the work and use
or re-use of any imagery from performances and exhibitions
should be outlined

•

Any complimentary tickets agreed

•

Who is liable for taxes - i.e. is the artist expected to pay their own
taxes?

•

Any insurance or professional indemnities required

•

Any health and safety protocols which must be observed

•

What happens in the event of postponement/cancellations what level of fees are exchanged?

TOP TIP!
If you are commissioning new work for your festival ensure
that you agree in writing the rights to any future use. There are
various rules for determining the copyright of an artistic work. In
general terms, copyright is with the person who has created the
work. If you intend to re-use or reproduce any artwork in any
form - make sure you have the appropriate clearances from the
artists involved and that usages are discussed and agreed in the
contract.
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Theatre Forum members can access more information and

•

Monitoring of health and safety performance

template contracts for performers, designers, venues etc here.

•

Auditing and reviewing performance as required

Reporting

5.4

You should outline procedures for reporting on incidents within

Health & Safety

your festival to all staff and volunteers. You may wish to create
an Incident Report Form and brief staff and volunteers on how to

If you are organising a festival you have a duty of care to the people

report any incident and who they should report to. Incident Report

who work on the event and the people who attend. This is true for

Forms should cover any accidents, lost persons, lost or damaged

any public event whether it’s free or ticketed. Your festival should

property or equipment and emergency evacuations or other such

have a statement which sets out your commitment to the safety

incidents.

and wellbeing of your staff, attendees, the contractors you work
with and anyone in the vicinity of the events. The Statement should

Safety Manager/Co-ordinator

include a commitment to comply with all relevant Health and Safety

Depending on the size and nature of your programme you may need

Legislation and should identify the hazards and assess the risks

to contract a Safety Manager to offer advice on and oversee specific

of all activities undertaken in your festival. This means that the

aspects of the festival. It is advisable to appoint a Safety Manager if

locations where people are working should be safe (either indoors

you have an outdoor concert or event with large numbers of people

in an office/venue or outdoors) and that people have adequate

attending. You may also need external expertise if, for example,

training and information to be able to carry out their roles safely.

you are repurposing a building by opening it up to the public or
using it for a purpose other than which it was intended e.g. an

You can find further information on health and safety legislation

exhibition in a warehouse space. A Safety Manager can ensure

here.

that the building has been made safe for the public and that it has
appropriate exiting and fire safety procedures in place. The Safety

A successful health and safety management plan includes:

Manager should bring additional competence and expertise to your

•

Creating a health and safety policy

festival and should have a track record of overseeing similar safety

•

Ensuring the policy is put into practice

procedures for other festivals.

•

An effective management structure which facilitates delivery of
the policy
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Risk assessments
As part of your safety policy, you will need to identify any hazards
associated with your festival. You will need to look closely at your
festival activities as well as the office spaces, venues and locations
your festival uses to identify anything that could cause harm,
determining the control measures you can implement to minimise
the risk.
There are 3 basic steps to Risk Assessment:
1. Identify the hazards - identify anything that has the potential to
cause harm, in terms of human injury or ill health.
2. Identify the level of risk for each hazard - identify the chance/
likelihood of harm occurring, coupled with how severe the harm or
ill health could be. Decide who could be harmed and how and give
consideration to vulnerable groups (e.g. young persons, the elderly
etc).
3. Identify the controls or improvements that need to be put in
place to avoid or reduce the risk. - this is the most important part
of the risk assessment, as it sets out the steps that must be followed
to protect people. Risk assessment will help you prioritise the high
risk hazards first.
More information on Hazards and Controls, including an
explanation of the ‘Hierarchy of Controls’ can be found at the HSA’s
online tool for Risk Assessments and Safety Statements here.
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Other Welfare
Considerations

people. You can find further information here.

Hiring venues

personnel and the public, you should also consider any artworks/

If you are hiring a venue they will induct you in their safety,

exhibitions for which you may need to carry out a risk assessment.

emergency and incident procedures. Make sure your staff/

The Heritage Council has created a useful ‘Minimum Requirements

volunteers are familiar with them and can follow agreed procedures

Check List’ for hosting touring exhibitions:

Risk Assessments for artworks
As well as taking appropriate measures to safeguard festival

in the case of an emergency. If the venue you are working with is
•

unclear about capacities and emergency and incident procedures

Put a procedure in place for the safe storage and availability of
the keys

you should seek external advice and create your own procedures
•

and systems for the duration of your event.

Check routinely that all the alarm systems, emergency lighting,
sprinkler systems, telephones are working properly – keep
records of when they are tested and by whom

Child Protection
If you are programming workshops, performances or events for

•

Consult the Gardaí

children you should have a child protection policy in place. You

•

Consult the Fire Brigade

will need to identify how you are recruiting and inducting staff and

•

Have the phone numbers of the emergency services to hand

volunteers to ensure that they are suitably qualified and have been

•

Have an evacuation procedure in place

inducted in your organisation’s child protection policy. You should

•

Train staff in the use of fire extinguishers

have a Code of Behaviour for working with children and young

•

Have the equipment checked regularly

people which staff and volunteers adhere to. During your festival,

•

Make a list of the procedures to be followed in the event of an
emergency

all children’s workshops or events should have a minimum of two
personnel working on them.

•

Arrange alternative storage for the collection

•

Get a disaster bin and stock it with appropriate material

The Arts Council has issued guidelines for the protection and
You can find the full document and further information here.

welfare of children and young people in the arts sector, which
includes information on how to create a Code Of Behaviour and
guidelines for taking and using images of children and young
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5.5

Insurance &
permissions
Public Liability
As festival organisers you can be held legally liable for any costs
or damages arising from incidents at your event. A Public Liability
policy protects an organisation in respect of their legal liability
to third parties for injury and for any loss or damage to material
property which happens in connection with the business of the
insured under the policy during the policy period.
If you are inviting performing arts companies to take part in the
festival or you are contracting specialist services e.g. hiring in a PA
or stage equipment, you should check that they have public liability
insurance also. Ask for a copy of their policy to ensure it meets the
required levels of indemnity.
You should notify your insurers about anything which might pose
a higher risk in your festival e.g. aerial performers, pyrotechnics
or fire performers, people working at a height to erect a stage or
install artwork, any bespoke structures or valuable artworks or
installations in the festival.
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In order to get a quote from your insurers you will need to outline:
•

The nature of the festival

•

approximate size of the audiences/attendance that you expect

•

Experience of the organisers and key personnel working on the
event

•

Timeframe for the festival including set up and get out time for
events

•

Festival’s health and safety policy and risk assessments

Employer's Liability
Employers may be liable to pay damages to employees in relation
to accidents or illnesses arising from or contracted during the
course of their employment. Employer’s Liability will cover any paid
staff that you hire throughout the year. It is also possible to set up
a short-period policy to cover festivals, events, summer camps etc,
where there is no annual policy required for individuals. You should
note all temporary staff, crew and volunteers who come on board
to work at your festival in the schedule that you forward to your
broker.
Equipment Insurance
You can secure insurance for equipment you need to hire for your
festival. This covers it in the case that it is damaged or lost while
under your care. Equipment insurance is taken out separately to
your Public and Employer’s Liability. You should forward a schedule
of the equipment that you need to hire along with the value of the
equipment to your broker to obtain a quote.
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Permissions

TOP TIPS!

Think through all the agencies, groups, businesses and residents

•

Remember to finalise your festival schedule and programme

the planning for events. Any activity that involves a concentration

of events with your insurers at least one month before the

of people gathering in one place will have an effect on local

event so that they have the most up-to-date information

infrastructure and it is common courtesy to inform agencies such as

Your broker may ask for details of your sub-contractors and

An Garda Síochána and local residents of your intention to hold an

their insurance so you should gather this as you contract their

event.

•

that your festival might impact and consult with them as part of

services.
•

Remember to read the details of your insurance policy

Dublin City Council Events Unit can offer advice for planning events

carefully including all the terms and conditions. Policies will

in public spaces and have published an Event Organiser Guidance

carry a number of exemptions so you need to know what is

document which you can find here.

covered and the levels of cover which are in place. Note - the
Limit of Indemnity that you agree is inclusive of legal costs

Local businesses and residents will need to be given adequate

incurred.
•

notice of any road closures in the area, for example, or any

You should update your insurance on an annual basis since

performance that has a public PA which will be audible outside of

the number and nature of events you programme and the size

the immediate vicinity of the stage. You will need to implement a

of your staff and audience will vary year to year. These may

litter control plan for outdoor events and this should be formulated

alter the extent of your cover and the cost of your premium in

in conjunction with the Waste Management Services at Dublin City

a particular year.

Council.
Remember that as the event organiser, you must ensure that you
have the relevant structural and safety certification for temporary
structures (including marquees and tents) that you may have on
site and for equipment that you bring in (e.g. fairground rides,
swings, inflatables such as bouncy castles).
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In the unlikely event that you are planning a very large event with
anticipated audiences of more than 5000 attendees, you should
consult with the City Council and other statutory agencies as early
as possible. You may be obliged to enter into a formal consultative
process - regulations governing the licensing of events require
event organisers to submit a draft plan of the event to the Local
Authority Planning Department, the Gardaí and the Health Service
Executive at least 16 weeks in advance of the event. For further
information and advice contact the Events Unit at Dublin City
Council here.
Remember also that you will need to secure permissions if you
are installing any artworks in public places. You will likely have to
prepare a method statement for how you plan to install the work.
Find out more about planning for and installing public art work
from the City Arts Office here.
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Section 6:

HOW DID IT GO?

6

6.1

How did it GO?

Measuring success

Well done! You’ve pulled it off – you
delivered an amazing arts festival. That’s
no mean feat – you deserve major credit!
Now, before you hibernate for a month,
it’s a good idea to start evaluating how
things went while it’s still fresh in your
mind.

The success of your festival will rely on many different elements,
depending on the kind of events you’ve chosen and the goals you
set out. It’s very easy to think just in terms of grateful artists, decent
ticket sales and the audiences’ happy faces – but it’s worth drilling
deeper and thinking about quantitative and qualitative ways of
understanding how everything went. Following this guide will give
you lots to talk – and think about!
Financial:
•

Did you manage to balance the books?

•

Did you reach your sales targets for each event? And for the
festival overall?

•

Of course, the key to a solid evaluation
is having thought about what success
would look like at the outset and having
set yourself some goals to reach.

Were the budgets you set for each aspect of the festival accurate
or were there big differences in forecasted vs. real costs?

Audiences:
•

Did you hit your targets for audience numbers for each event?
For the festival overall?

•

Did you gather surveys at your events – or after the festival –
and analyse the data?

•

Did the local groups you intended to target through your
marketing and promotional activities come?

•

Did you do the things you set out in your marketing plan? Were
you able to track any results?
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•

Did people have a good time and find the events of interest?

Festival team:

(Your front-of-house team will have lots of anecdotal feedback,

•

and surveys reveal a lot!)
•
•

Did you have enough people to run your events smoothly and
safely?

Were there any suggestions or complaints from audience

•

Were the core team members able to delegate tasks effectively –

members which will help with future planning?

and were the extended team and volunteers able to carry them

Did you hit your targets for new mailing list sign ups / social

out?

media followers?

•

Were roles clearly defined and communicated – or was there
some confusion along the way?

Local impact:
•

Did your festival genuinely connect with the local community?

•

Did the events you planned to engage with a particular group

•

Were you able to deal with any challenges that emerged during
the festival as a team?

•

in your community attract the people you intended? What

Did you receive any feedback from the team in terms of any
additional supports or resources which they needed?

else can you do to communicate effectively and develop your
•
•

relationships with these groups?

Venue / technical details:

Did the groups you worked with get involved in the wider

•

Did your events run according to plan? Were there any

festival or just in the events that were for them?

significant delays to start times? Any cancellations? Any major

Did you elicit and capture any feedback about the event from

technical difficulties?

participants and collaborators, as well as your co-organisers?

•

Were all of the venues you used suitable for the events you held
there?

Artist experience:
•

•

How did you find your relationship and communications with

event?

the artists / performers leading up to and during the festival?
•
•

Did you have sufficiently skilled technical support at each

•

How was your relationship with venue staff?

Were your expectations met – in terms of quality of the event /
assistance with promotion / practicalities?

Working through these points with your team will really help you to

Do you think that their expectations were met – in terms of

identify what worked well and what areas you may need to rethink

payment or in-kind remuneration for their time / promotion of

ahead of the next festival.

their event / practicalities / support from the festival team?
And don't forget to celebrate your successes!!
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6.2

What’s the feedback?

•

Organise a phone or face-to-face meeting with each key event or
venue partner to debrief after the event and set the ball rolling
for the next festival.

Getting honest, reliable feedback is vital to help you develop your
festival.
The topics covered in the previous section also outline who you

TOP TIP!

should be seeking feedback from. Ask everyone to be honest and to

Don’t underestimate the time needed to reflect on – and recover

keep in mind that their feedback should be focused on what should

from – a festival. Take time to think about any changes that need

happen again and what would help the festival to improve. It’s

to be made to your own role / workload.

probably not possible to talk to everyone, but if you can get a good
cross-section of those involved, especially from your wider team,
you’ll learn a lot.

6.2.1

How can you learn
from the feedback?

Here are some tips to help you gather the feedback you need:
•

Invite the core and extended members of the team to a friendly
feedback sharing session in the weeks after the festival. Use

•

some of the topics in 6.1 to frame your session. Take notes!

You will probably get a mix of responses – and not all will be

Email or phone members of your team who can’t make the

glowing. Getting negative feedback isn’t the end of the world. Take

session to gather information from box office staff, front of

the comments as useful information to help you to take positive

house, technical personnel, artist liaisons, marketing etc.

action. Put achievable (SMART!) goals in place to help you manage

Find out what went well and what didn’t work from their

your priorities for the next festival.

perspective.
•

Survey your audiences – at events and/or afterwards using an
online tool. Five-ten questions are probably enough.

•

Email / phone artists afterwards to check in with them.
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6.3

TOP TIP!

What’s the LEGACY?

Create a feedback file to note recurring issues, themes,
resounding successes, and suggestions for the next festival. Use

Your legacy is the manifestation of the vision and mission you

this to note your own reflections too.

created before setting up your festival. Take time after each festival
to think about how you’re doing at fulfilling those longer term
ideals.

TOP TIP!

•

Is your festival creating exciting opportunities for artists and
communities in your area?

Festival teams and personnel can be quite transient. Think about

•

how to capture and pass on useful information to new members

Is it contributing to arts provision locally or developing any
specialist areas of arts practice?

of the festival team.

•

What happens in your locality now because the festival took
place, that didn’t happen before?

You’ll be glad you have this when you start planning all over

•

again!

Did your festival change how people interacted in / with your
area?

•

What relationships have you built as a result of the festival?

•

Are there other stakeholders in the area that you’d like to
connect more strongly with? How might you go about that?

•

Are there any projects or initiatives that have grown from a
starting point in the festival to something long-term?
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6.4

Key data & reporting

•

You will have to provide some written reports to your funders after

Nice to have:

your festival. This is where the data and feedback you’ve gathered

•

A small amount of anecdotal feedback – a couple of good
quotes can be really helpful!

If you have surveyed your audiences, share some key

comes into its own! Reports don’t need to be exhaustive or glossy.

demographics and info e.g. main age groups, gender split,

They should give a brief but accurate summary of what happened,

location, number of events attended, satisfaction levels

share key successes, reflect on any changes planned for the next

•

Video footage of events

festival and be backed up by evidence.

•

Testimonials from audience members / artists / event partners

Here’s a checklist of things you may need to write useful,
comprehensive reports. These items are also useful for funding/
sponsorship applications and for your own archive!
Essentials:
•

Audience figures: actual numbers / numbers as % of target and
as % of capacity

•

Numbers of mailing list subscribers and social media followers

•

Scans or screen shots of / links to key pieces of press coverage

•

Copies, scans or photos of print materials and branding –
as a record of events and so that you can show where you
acknowledged support

•

Photos of live events – busy venues, audiences, artists at work,
happy team members etc.

•

Reasonably accurate information on where and how
promotional information was distributed

•

If you need to demonstrate how you spent the funding, you will
need accurate, up-to-date accounts
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APPENDIX

A1

SAMPLE SWOT ANALYSIS
Strengths

weaknesses

•

Growing audience base

•

Limited public transport to and from centre of the city

•

Experienced and committed team

•

Local venues are heavily scheduled and it’s challenging to

•

Appetite for more arts events locally

•

Excellent network of local artists who have made good

find appropriate performance spaces
•

Transient volunteers who rotate each year

programme suggestions for next year
•

Festival is credible and has a good relationship with key
funders

•

Increasing number of local businesses supporting festival

THREATS
Increasing costs and standstill funding

•

New festival established on other side of city at same time as
ours

opportunities
•

•

Possibility of partnering with another festival regionally to
share resources and co-produce / co-commission new work

•

Approach local businesses to offer benefit-in-kind by
updating the festival’s website and online profile

•

New festival established on other side of city at same time as
ours

Don't forget that a threat or a weakness can
also be an opportunity!
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A2

VOLUNTEER CODE
Volunteers can expect to:

Organisations are expected to:

•

Know if, and how, they are being selected

•

Ensure the volunteering experience is a rewarding one

•

Know what is expected from them

•

Ensure equal access and not to discriminate

•

Be given meaningful work to do

•

Define clear, meaningful roles for volunteers

•

Be offered appropriate training

•

Have policies and procedures for volunteers

•

Be thanked and to have their voluntary contribution recognised

•

Provide all necessary information to volunteers

•

Receive supervision and support

•

Be available for volunteers

•

Get something out of the work for themselves

•

Provide training where necessary

•

Know who to go to if there is a problem

•

Thank and value volunteers

•

Be reimbursed for out-of-pocket expenses incurred when

•

Provide insurance cover

volunteering

•

Inform volunteers of any legal liabilities

•

Make mistakes and learn from them

•

Supervise and to provide support

•

Be made aware of complaint and grievance procedures

•

Reimburse out-of-pocket expenses

•

Be made aware of how issues or difficulties will be dealt with

•

Provide a safe working environment

•

Be treated fairly and not to experience discrimination

•

Have procedures in place for dealing with complaints and

•

Have safe working conditions, including insurance cover

•

Be informed about, and given the opportunity to play an active

grievances
•

part in the organisation as a whole
•

Have procedures in place for dealing with issues or difficulties
that may arise

Be able to say ‘no’ and to leave without feeling guilty

Volunteer Code adapted from Charter for Effective Volunteering, Volunteering Ireland
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Volunteers are asked to:
•

Respect the values and aims of the organisation

•

Be committed

•

Be reliable and give the organisation sufficient warning if
unable to turn up

•

Be punctual

•

Attend essential training and support sessions

•

Undertake the work to a high standard

•

Be honest if issues or difficulties arise

Organisations can ask:
•

For certain qualities and skills in volunteers

•

For volunteers to understand and buy in to the organisation’s
ethos

•

Volunteers to sign a volunteer agreement or 'contract'

•

For tasks to be done in a particular way, to a certain standard
and within certain timeframes

•

For volunteers to see through their time commitment

•

For reliability

•

For punctuality

•

For volunteers to leave if their involvement hinders the
organisation achieving its goals
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A3

SAMPLE AUDIENCE
SURVEY

☐ Social Media (Facebook/ Twitter)

1. I live in:

☐ Posters / Outdoor ads

☐ Print Media (Newspaper/ freesheet)
☐ TV/ Radio
☐ Word of mouth

☐ XX (immediate locality where festival takes place)

☐ Other: _______________ (please tell us)

☐ XX (adjacent village/locality)
5. Have you been to XX Festival before?

☐ Other North/South City
☐ Co. Dublin

☐ Yes

☐ Outside Dublin

☐ No

2. I am:

6. How many XX Festival events did you attend this year?
☐ Male

☐ 1

☐ Female

☐ 2
☐ 3

3. My age is:

☐ 4

☐ 15-24

☐ 5

☐ 25-34

☐ 6+

☐ 35 – 44
7. How would you rate your experience at XX Festival?

☐ 45- 54
☐ 55- 64

(Please tick one)

☐ 65 and over

☐ Terrible
☐ Not so hot

4. How did you find out about XX Festival events?

☐ OK

(Tick one or more)

☐ Good

☐ Our brochure/flyer

☐ Brilliant

☐ Our Website
☐ Other Website: _____________________ (please tell us)
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8. What do we need to improve to make your experience next

☐ Culturefox

year even better?

☐ visualartists.ie

☐ Ease of finding out information

☐ Facebook events I’m invited to

☐ Kind of events programmed

☐ dublineventguide.com

☐ Helpfulness / knowledge of volunteers

☐ meet-up.com

☐ Atmosphere of venues

☐ Other:_________________________ (please tell us)

☐ Ease of booking tickets
11. What radio stations do you regularly listen to?

☐ On-street visibility in XX locality

(Tick more than one if you like)
9. What newspapers do you regularly read?

☐ Today FM

(Tick more than one if you like)

☐ RTÉ Radio One

☐ The Irish Times

☐ TX FM

☐ Irish Independent

☐ RTÉ lyric fm

☐ Evening Herald

☐ FM 104

☐ Local paper (insert names!)

☐ 2FM

☐ The Star

☐ Newstalk

☐ The Sun

☐ 98FM

☐ The Irish Daily Mail

☐ Q102

☐ The Sunday Independent

☐ Local radio (insert station name!)

☐ The Sunday World

☐ Other: _________________________ (please tell us)

☐ Other: _________________________ (please tell us)
10. Where do you look online for information about events in
Dublin? (Tick more than one if you like)
☐ entertainment.ie
☐ irishtimes.com
☐ totallydublin.ie
☐ Le Cool
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A4

SAMPLE Budget:
INCOME
SAMPLE Budget:
Expenditure
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